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Evo Morales & Co,

You don't have to go on a hungerstrike!

You can gain lots of power within the EU & UN when you work with my evidence

against NL & the Int.Criminal Court.

Did Russia inform you about the fact that ICC hides a lawcase against NL for the rest of the world, since 1 may 2007?
Evidence is on www.desireestokkel.nl

On http://www.newlegalframe.com/talks.html
you will find Open Letters to you and other Presidents.

What can you do?
- You have to tell your people that Bolivia is a statemember of the Statute of Rome

- Every individual in Bolivia can start a lawcase with ICC against another individual of Bolivia, when that person does
not have acces to all fundamantal human rights....

- Evo Morales can start an ICC-case against opponents of his new Constitution & Electorial law for ALL people...within
ICC... to stop discrimination of the majority of the poor & lawless people.

- Because ICC is partial to EU & UN - and ICC-employees are guilty of torture & killings of war-victums themselves -
the only thing you have to do to gain power ....is explain to the Bolivian-people:

'There is a lawcase of a Dutch single woman against the Dutch supreme court, President Balkenende & MPs and the
municipal Bloemendaal with ICC in The Hague.  
This woman is being boycotten by ICC, but she has published her evidence on the Web. The whole world can read it...

She is also ignored by EU & UN, althoug she asked them to help her stop  corruption within ICC.
 
When I - Evo Morales - start an ICC-case against my opponents - EU & UN has to clean up corruption within ICC.
Than we will have a Fair ICC-trail for Fundamental human rights in Bolivia.
Every Bolivian can claim these rights, based on ALL Human Right-treaties.

Bolivia, I would like to work together with you, but you have to give
me information about your country in English!

Evo Morales, you may call me 'You girlfriend in NL', for peace....

Don't kill yourself, when its not needed.

Desiree
www.desireestokkel.nl
www.newlegalframe.com
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